Abstract. In this paper, we focus on velocity estimation in ultrasound images sequences. Ultrasound images present many difficulties in image processing because of the typically high level of noise found in them. Recently, Cohen and Dinstein have derived a new similarity measure, according to a simplified image formation model of ultrasound images, optimal in the maximum likelihood sense. This similarity measure is better for ultrasound images than others such as the sum-of-square differences or normalised cross-correlation because it takes into account the fact that the noise in an ultrasound image is multiplicative Rayleigh noise, and that displayed ultrasound images are log-compressed. In this work we investigate the use of this similarity measure in a block matching method. The underlying framework of the method is Singh's algorithm. New improvements are made both on the similarity measure and the Singh algorithm to provide better velocity estimates. A global optimisation scheme for algorithm parameter estimation is also proposed. We show that this optimisation makes an improvement of approximately 35% in comparison to the result obtained with the worst parameter set. Results on clinically acquired cardiac and breast ultrasound sequences, demonstrate the robustness of the method.
Introduction
The measurement of optical flow or image velocity is a fundamental problem in Computer Vision. Several techniques have been presented in the literature and many more continue to appear [1, 14, 7, 9, 2] . Such estimation or measurement of optical flow may be done, for example, to improve the efficiency of encoding the image, or to allow enhancement of the display of, or measurement of, the movement of some particular tracked part of the image to assist an observer to interpret the image [12] . Indeed, in medical applications for example, motion measurements constitute an essential component in the evaluation of any patient with known or suspected heart disease. In particular, detecting and characterising abnormalities in segmental wall motion function has become the hallmark of diagnosing coronary artery disease because reduced motion correlates with ischaemic muscle action [3, 6] . Motion measurements are also used in breast deformation analysis to measure the elastic properties of tissues and to provide an indication of tissue hardness (cancerous tissue is, in general, harder than normal tissue) by computing a strain image or relative Young's modulus image [5] .
In this paper, we focus on velocity estimation in ultrasound images sequences. Ultrasound images present many difficulties in image processing because of the typically high level of noise found in them. For example, the tracking of cardiac walls in cardiac ultrasound images is difficult because of the high level of noise and also because of the nature of the cardiac motion. Various ways of motion estimation in ultrasound sequences have been proposed [10-12, 4, 8, 9] , but it is a difficult task in which there is room for improvement.
Optical flow methods can be classified as belonging to one of main three groups [1] : Differential techniques or gradient-based methods are based on the assumption that the brightness of a pattern is invariant over time and compute image velocity from spatio-temporal intensity derivatives and use a regularisation procedure based on a priori knowledge. Differential methods give good results on good quality images, however, they are highly sensitive to noise because of numerical differentiation and produce inaccurate results where the brightness constancy assumption is violated. In the second class, frequency-based techniques, two types of methods exist: energy-based and phase-based approaches. Theoretically, phase-based optical flow estimation is the most appropriated method for ultrasound images. The use of phase information makes the method robust to attenuation artefacts. The disadvantage of filter-based estimation is that the filter response is optimal only for a velocity range. We believe that is hard to design optimal filters tuned to the velocity range in a cardiac sequence as cardiac motion varies during the cardiac cycle. It has been reported in [11, 12] that spatio-temporal estimation is insufficient for low frame-rate sequences and that there are a number of localisation problems because of the non-uniformity of wall velocity during the cardiac cycle. The third class is block-matching motion estimation which defines velocity as the shift that yields the best fit between image regions/features at different times. The best match is found by maximising a similarity measure. Matching methods are in general computationally expensive for dense flow field estimation. They are particularly well suited if the estimation of the flow field is necessary only at some location (eg. only at the heart walls). Motivated by the results obtained in [10] and a recent similarity measure derived according to a simplified image formation model of ultrasound images [4] , we have developed a new block-matching method. The underlying framework of the method is Singh's algorithm [13] .
The outline of this paper is as follows. First a brief description of the similarity measure used and the underlying assumptions are presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes Singh optical flow estimation with a focus on the new changes made to improve the estimation. Implementation details and the global optimisation scheme for the parameters estimation are given in section 4. Section 5, presents results on clinically acquired cardiac and breast ultrasound sequences, and the summary and conclusion appear in Section 6.
2 Maximum Likelihood motion estimation [4] We assume that two consecutive frames x and y are the realisation of two random variables X and Y . Let's suppose that a block x i = {x ij , j = 1 . . . Λ} in x matches a block y i = {y ij , j = 1 . . . Λ} in y and the displacement vector is denoted by
T . Here, the indice i is an index over all possible blocks and j is an index of pixels in the block. Given the above notations the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of v i is given by [4] :
where the conditional probability density function (pdf) depends in general on the noise model. Note that the above equation supposes implicitly the whiteness of the noise as the velocity estimation of a block i is independent of the remaining displacement field. In ultrasound, when the speckle is fully developed, the noise is multiplicative and follows a Rayleigh pdf. If the noiseless value of the j th pixel in region x i is denoted by s ij and under the assumption of independent noise, the following model for the observed pixels in x and y stands [4] :
where η 1 ij and η 2 ij are two independent noise elements with a Rayleigh density function given by:
Given these two models, the following equation is obtained:
where the noise term is defined as follow:
Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of eq. 6 and denoting ln(x) byx we obtain the following model for displayed ultrasound images:
and the pdf of the additive noiseη ij is given by:
Cohen and Dinstein [4] supposed that the independent noise of the successive frames follow the same distribution (i.e. α = β) which simplifies the above equation. Given the above model (eq. 8), the conditional pdf is given by:
Motion based on the above equation was denoted by CD 2 1 by Cohen and Dinstein [4] . Maximising the above pdf is equivalent to maximising the following objective function:
This similarity measure is better for ultrasound images than others such as the sum-of-square differences (SSD) or normalised cross-correlation (NCC) because it takes into account the fact that the noise in an ultrasound image is multiplicative Rayleigh noise, and that displayed ultrasound images are log-compressed. However it assumes that the noise distribution in both of the blocks is the same and this assumption is not correct for ultrasound images. The attenuation of the ultrasound waves introduces inhomogeneities in the image of homogeneous tissue [15] . The time gain and the lateral gain compensations (compensating respectively for the effects that deeper tissue appears dimmer and for intensity variations across the beam) which are tissue independent and generally constant for a given location during the acquisition, do not compensate fully for the attenuation. Further, because of the large velocity dynamic of the myocardial wall in an echocardiographic sequence, the time gain and the lateral gain compensations will be different for the same tissue for different frames in the sequence. Thus in this work an intensity normalisation is conducted before calculation of the CD 2 similarity measure. This is achieved by making sure that the two blocks of data have at least the same mean and variance. In more detail, the original intensity valuesx i andỹ i above are transformed into new values ofx i andy i by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation (square root of the variance) of the intensity values in the block. We call this the modified similarity CD 2bis .
Due to the well-known aperture problem, velocity estimation using eq. 1 can recover only the component of velocity normal to intensity edges. The full velocity estimate can be calculated by propagating information from regions or "interesting points" that do not suffer from the aperture problem, such as corners. Moreover, the displacement vector v is discretised since the search region is discrete, and hence the accuracy of the velocity field is limited by this discretisation. To obtain more reliable estimates a smoothness constraint on the velocity field with an appropriate confidence measure must be incorporated. In Singh's approach both conservation information (a data constraint) and neighbourhood information (a smoothness constraint) are combined in a probabilistic framework based on estimates of their associated errors [13] .
In the first step (conservation information), a square window W c having a side length of 2n + 1 is formed about a central pixel (x , y) in the first frame. A square search window W s of side length 2N + 1 is defined in the second frame around the position of the corresponding central pixel (x , y) in the second frame. The size of W s depends on the assumed maximal displacement between two successive frames.
The intensities of the block W c of pixels in frame 1 are then compared with all possible positions of the block in the search window W s using a similarity measure. This gives a value of E c (u , v) for each candidate displacement (u , v). Thus in a first step based on conservation information the similarity values E c are used in a probability mass function to calculate a response R c whose value at each position in the search window represents the likelihood of the corresponding displacement. Singh used the SSD as a similarity measure and the following function as a probability density function:
where Z is defined such that all probabilities sum to one and the parameter k is chosen at each position such that the maximum response in W s is close to unity (0.95 before normalisation) for computational reasons. Singh then defines a velocity estimate as being the mean of the probability mass function:
and its associated error (called the conservation error) by:
where, S c is the covariance matrix given by:
Another velocity estimate may be obtained by the use of neighbourhood information. In other words, the velocity at each pixel is unlikely to be completely independent of the velocity of its neighbours. Thus, assuming that the velocity of each pixel in a small neighbourhood W p has been estimated, the velocity for each pixel can be refined by using the velocity of its neighbouring pixels. Clearly it is more likely that the velocities of closer neighbours are more relevant than pixels which are further away. Therefore weights are assigned to velocities calculated for the neighbouring pixels, and the weights drop with increasing distance from the central pixel (a 2-D Gaussian mask in the window W p of size (2w + 1)(2w + 1) is used). These weights can be interpreted as a probability mass function R n (u i , v i ) where i is an index for pixels in W p . In the same way as for the conservation information a second velocity estimates is obtained v n = (u n , v n )
T with its associated covariance matrix S n .
The sum of conservation (data term) and neighbourhood (regularisation term) errors represents the total squared error of the velocity estimate:
The optimal velocity is that which minimises this error and can be obtained by setting the gradient of the error with respect to v to zero giving:
Because v n and S n are derived on the assumption that the velocity of each pixel of the neighbourhood is known in advance, in practice equation (17) is solved in an iterative process (Gauss-Seidel relaxation) with the initial values of the velocity at each pixel being taken from the conservation information alone:
Inspecting the energy function to be minimised (eq. 16) we notice that the parameter k plays an important role as the covariance matrix S c is highly dependent on the value of k. Indeed, k controls the contribution of the conservation information in the total energy and thus the amount to which v c is regularised using the neighbourhood information. In [13] , the value of k is estimated at every pixel position implying that the regularisation is not uniform over the whole velocity field. A second weak point of the Singh approach is in taking the expectation of the probability as the expected velocity introduces errors where the probability mass function is non-modal. A multiple modal pdf does occur mainly because of the aperture problem. However, a low signal-to-noise ratio is a second source. To avoid these two limitations, we define the probability mass function as follow:
where E c is the CD 2bis similarity measure and m is its maximum in the search windows W s . Notice that the maximum of R c , before normalisation, has a value of one by construction; this avoids numerical instability problems. In our formulation, the parameter k has a constant value leading to a more uniform regularisation of the velocity field. The similarity measure is normalised by the size of the correlation windows W c . Hence the parameter k is independent of the size of W c so that the same value of k could be used for different window sizes. This is particularly very effective when using a coarse-to-fine estimation strategy. One way to get more reliable estimates of the expected velocity when the pdf is not mono-modal is to bias the estimation towards the predominant mode. In this work we take as an estimate of the velocity, the mean of a thresholded version of the probability mass function. In other words:
where,
and the threshold α is defined as follow:
where m and m are the maximum and the minimum of the probability mass function R c respectively. Equation (20) is equivalent to equation (13) for h = 1 (i.e. the velocity is the mean), and is equivalent to taking as the velocity, the argument of the maximum of the probability mass function for h = 0. One can optimise the value of h, given a ground true data for a given type of images, to have the best estimation with subpixel precision. This has the advantage to overcome the lack of robustness to noise and precision of the maximum approach and solve the problem of the multimodal pdfs for the mean approach as the new estimates will be biased towards the predominant mode. Note that the covariance matrix is calculated using the whole probability around the new estimates (which is different from the mean using the whole pdf). Therefore, the error in the velocity estimates does take into account the presence of a second mode. And, the second mode information is also taken into account in the regularisation framework.
Parameters optimisation and implementation details
In this section we briefly describe the optimisation scheme for the estimation of k and h and give the reader the important implementation details. 2 . Illustration of the 3 frames scheme for the estimation of the velocity between frame x at time t and frame y at time t + 1. The constant velocity approach uses the frame at t + 2 (continuous arrows); the proposed approach uses the preceding frame at time t − 1 (dotted arrows).
Parameters optimisation: k and h may be optimised using a simulated sequence where the true velocity field is known. As we noted, k and h are highly dependent both on the signal-to-noise ratio and on the velocity field to be estimated (i.e. the amount of the smoothness of the field). Therefore, we choose an optimisation scheme using the original data. A velocity field is estimated using initial values of k and h, and then all the subsequent frames are registered to the first frame using the calculated cumulative optical flow field. Finally, a registration error E(k , h) is calculated using a similarity measure. The SSD similarity is used in our experiments and we defined the optimal parameter set as:
The Powell multidimensional minimisation algorithm was used to solve the above optimisation problem. We found the method relatively robust to the choice of initial values, for example, we found initial values of h = 0.5 and k = 0.5 suitable for an ultrasound imaging sequence.
Implementation details: A common problem in optical flow estimation using matching techniques is the multi-modal response (i.e due to the aperture problem for example or a mismatching specially when the size of the search windows is large). A common way to reduce its effect is to make the assumption of a local stationary flow field (usually 3 frames). This assumption is relatively true for high frame rate data and a smooth velocity field over time. Unfortunately, in the case of contrast echocardiography, tissue Doppler and real-time 3D-imaging low frame rates are typical (20-30 Hz). We suggest an alternative approach to tackle this problem without making any assumption on the velocity field, but by assuming that the observed moving tissue conserves its statistical behaviour through time (at least for 3 to 4 consecutive frames).
Suppose o, x, y and z are four consecutive frames respectively at times t − 1, t, t + 1 and t + 2. Figure 2 , illustrates the blocks being compared for the two approaches (the constant velocity and the proposed one). Our approach makes use of the calculated velocities between the preceding frame o and the current frame x. Given a block x i in frame x at time t, which is compared to blocks y i in the search window W s in frame y at the time t + 1; using the previous estimated velocity, we track back the position of x i in the preceding frame at time t − 1 and we denote the corresponding block by o i . Hence, theoretically x i and o i could be seen as two independent observations of the same tissue. Thus in the new approach, intensities of each candidate block y i in the search window W s are compared with the intensities of the block x i centred at (x, y) in the frame x at time t, and also with the corresponding block o i centred at the calculated position (
Finally, a coarse-to-fine strategy is used to reduce the computational load of the algorithm when the expected velocity range is large. A multiresolution implementation is used, as suggested by Singh [13] to which the reader is referred for more details.
Results
The registration error E(k , h) surface of one experiment conducted on the ultrasound breast data is shown in Fig.3 . Three important observations can be made:
1. For h = 0, the velocity estimation is equivalent to taking the argument of the maximum of the pdf. Hence, theoretically, the parameter k does not have any influence on the result. This can easily be observed for this experiment, and it corresponds to the maximum error. In this case, the optical flow is quantified by the pixel resolution of the image, and hence the error on the image velocity is of the order of the pixel resolution. Furthermore, this approach is not robust against noise. This explains the high error on the velocity estimation. 2. For h = 1 (as in Singh approach), the velocity estimation is equivalent to taking the mean of the probability. The results are better than for h = 0, but does not correspond to the optimal value. This result can be explained by the fact that taking the mean of the probability as an estimates of the velocity is not very precise and may conduct to biased estimation if the pdf is not mono-modal or non-well-peaked pdfs. Observe as well the expected functional dependence between the two parameters (h and k). Therefore, the search for the optimal values of h and k must be done in the 2D space. 3. Inspecting the results we notice that for h = 1 (as in Singh), the optimisation of k makes an improvement of about 15% relative to the worst value for k. The optimisation of h for different values of k makes an enhancement between 20% to 35%.
In the above experiment the optimal values are h = 0.660 and k = 0.237. Using these values, an enhancement of approximately 35% is achieved in comparison to result obtained using the worst parameters set. Figure 4 shows a tracking example of cardiac boundary pixels on a short axis echocardiographic sequence. In this example, the velocity estimation is done only at contour points (i.e we mean both steps: the similarity calculation as well as the regularisation) which reduces the computational burden. The area plot of two cardiac cycles (over 100 frames) demonstrates the subpixel accuracy of the method. Indeed as the errors on the velocity estimation are propagated from frame to frame, a poor estimation accuracy will result in a large errors after one cardiac cycle. Figure 5 shows a second example of motion tracking on a free hand ultrasound breast data. The figure shows four frames at regular interval of the sequence (about 300 frames). Tissue motion estimation on this type of data is very difficult. Notice for example that at the end of the sequence, there is no signal at the right hand side of the images. As in the previous example, the velocity estimation is done only at contour points. We used one frame out of five frames acquired to demonstrate the robustness of the method in the case of low frame rate data. Without using any high level processing (global motion model, more constrained contour model) the proposed block matching provides satisfactory tracking results. The result are more convincing when visualised as a movie. 6 . Evolution of the Mean Square Error between the first frame (0) and the registered one to the first frame. Here a dense velocity field is calculated. Results obtained using: the NCC similarity (solid curve); the CD 2bis similarity (dotted curve).
The last experiment presents a comparison of two similarity measures (the Normalised Cross Correlation and the CD 2bis ) used within this framework for the estimation of a dense velocity field. The breast data are used in this experiment. Figure 6 shows the evolution of Mean Square tracking Error over the frames. The MSE is calculated between the registered frames and the first frame using the cumulative velocity field. The results demonstrate the superiority of the CD 2bis similarity measure.
All experiments are obtained with a side length of 21 pixels (≈7 mm) for the correlation window W c and 19 pixels for the search window W s . With the above windows sizes and for two levels for the coarse-to fine strategy, the computation time is about 3 frames per second per contour on a Pentium 1.8 GHz.
Conclusion
In this paper a novel combination of two existing techniques (namely a similarity measure proposed by Cohen and Dinstein and the Singh block matching approach) is proposed. Improvements on both techniques are made leading to more effective block-matching algorithm in ultrasound sequences. A global optimisation scheme for the parameters estimation of the algorithm is proposed.
It is demonstrated that this optimisation improves the result of about 35% in comparison to the worst case. In this paper, the performance of the proposed block matching approach is demonstrated on B-mode ultrasound images from two application areas. We obtained reliable boundary tracking without use of any high level constraints on the motion field.
